Registration Now Open!

Arizona Rural & Public Health Policy Forum

Tuesday, February 4, 2020 | 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Arizona State Capitol - 1700 W. Washington, Phoenix, Arizona

Click here to register.

The Arizona Rural & Public Health Policy Forum is designed to address current rural and public health policy issues and their impact on Arizona’s rural and tribal communities, provide information on organizations’ legislative priorities for the upcoming session, and facilitate networking opportunities.

ATTENDEES: Policymakers, county health administrators, state, local and community leaders, health care providers and others.

CONTACT: Rebecca Ruiz | 520.626.2243 | rarui@email.arizona.edu
More Information at: https://crh.arizona.edu/calendar/arizona-rural-public-health-policy-forum-1

The Forum is presented by the Center for Rural Health in collaboration with the Arizona Rural Health Association.